We present a number of results relating partial Cauchy-Littlewood sums, integrals over the compact classical groups, and increasing subsequences of permutations. These include: integral formulae for the distribution of the longest increasing subsequence of a random involution with constrained number of fixed points; new formulae for partial Cauchy-Littlewood sums, as well as new proofs of old formulae; relations of these expressions to orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle; and explicit bases for invariant spaces of the classical groups, together with appropriate generalizations of the straightening algorithm.
Introduction
Consider the following two identities: The first of these is the well-known identity of Cauchy ( [25] ). The second is a formal analogue of the Szegö limit theorem, equivalent to a theorem of [8] . Since the right-hand sides are the same, we also have a third identity: Our object of study in the present work is generalizations of these three identities.
Our generalizations take two forms. One is to remove the limit l → ∞. As we shall see (section 5), in order to preserve (0.3), we must then restrict the sum over partitions to involve only partitions with at most l parts. It is here that increasing subsequences appear: in order to rescue equations (0.1) and (0.2), we must replace the common right-hand side with a generating function counting objects (reducing to permutations in an appropriate limit) without long increasing subsequences. In the case of (0.1), the connection is via the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence, with its well-known connections to increasing subsequences. It turns out that there is also a direct connection for (0.2), in terms of the invariant theory of the unitary group.
In particular, this gives a direct (and essentially elementary) proof of the known connection between unitary group integrals and increasing subsequences ( [27] ), as well as of the new connections given here.
The other way in which we generalize these identities is to replace the unitary group U (l) by one of four other groups, including the orthogonal and symplectic groups. In terms of permutations, this corresponds to considering involutions (in two ways), signed permutations, and signed involutions, in addition to the original case of permutations; each of these conditions can be described as a particular type of symmetry condition.
In each case, we obtain analogues of the finite l versions of equations (0.1), (0.2), and (0.3), together with increasing subsequence interpretations.
Section 1 introduces the five symmetry types and their associated groups. In particular, we show that the (exact) distribution of the longest increasing subsequence of a random permutation of a given symmetry type can be expressed as an integral over the corresponding group. Section 2 expresses these integrals as determinants of
Bessel functions related to orthogonal polynomials; this relation is given in 3. By determining the asymptotics of such polynomials, which we do in [1] , we can determine the asymptotic behavior of the longest increasing subsequence of random permutations of the various symmetry types.
Section 4 describes the extension of the integrals to include the cases when fixed points are allowed. In order to prove the formulae of section 4, section 5 uses representation-theoretic arguments to deduce integral representations of partial Cauchy-Littlewood sums, at which point the theory of symmetric functions can be applied. Section 6 briefly discusses alternate proofs of those formulae based on intermediate pfaffian forms.
Section 7 uses a generalized Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence from [3] to relate the partial CauchyLittlewood sums to increasing subsequences of certain distributions of random multisets.
Finally, section 8 shows that there is an intimate connection between increasing subsequences and invariants of the classical groups. Indeed, all of the integrals for which we give increasing subsequence interpretations also can be interpreted as dimensions of certain spaces of invariants. We give direct, elementary, proofs of these identities, by constructing bases of invariants explicitly indexed by multisets with restricted increasing subsequenc length. In the process, we obtain a generalization of the straightening algorithm of invariant theory, as well as analogues for the orthogonal and symplectic groups. We also discuss extensions to quantum groups and supergroups.
Notation We refer the reader to [25] for notation and introduction to symmetric functions. In other notation, if G is a compact group, we use E U∈G f (U ) (0. 4) to denote the integral of f (U ) with respect to the (normalized) Haar measure on G. In other words, this is the expected value of f evaluated at a uniform random element of G. When G is the orthogonal group, we will occasionally need to consider the two components of G. Thus we will write E U∈O ± (l) f (U ) (0.5)
to denote the integral of f over the coset of O(l) of determinant ±1. In particular, we have:
E U∈O ± (l) f (U ) = 1 2 E U∈O(l) (1 ± det(U ))f (U ).
(0.6)
Symmetrized increasing subsequence problems
One of the standard models used in analyzing the usual increasing subsequence problem is defined as follows.
We say that a collection of k points in the unit square is "increasing" if for any two points (x 1 , y 1 ) and (x 2 , y 2 ), either x 1 < x 2 and y 1 < y 2 or x 1 > x 2 and y 1 > y 2 . One can ask, then, for the distribution of the size of the largest increasing subset of n points chosen uniformly and independently from the unit square. It is not too difficult to see that this is the same as the distribution of the longest increasing subsequence of a random permutation; indeed, we can associate a (uniformly distributed) permutation to a given collection of points by using the relative order of the y coordinates after sorting along the x coordinates. Also of interest is the Poissonized analogue, in which new points are occasionally added in such a way that the number of points at time λ is Poisson with parameter λ.
One way to generalize this model is to impose a symmetry condition on the set of points. The square has 8 symmetries; if we insist that the symmetry preserve increasing collections, we obtain a group H of 4 elements, generated by the reflections through the main diagonals. Thus there are 5 possible symmetry conditions we can impose (including the trivial condition), which we will denote by the symbols , , , · , and , with associated groups H , H , H , H · , and H . (The symbol indicates the point/line(s) of reflection) We will also use the symbol ⊛ to denote an arbitrary choice of the five possibilities.
Definition 1. We define
to be the probability that, if n points are chosen uniformly at random in the unit square, then the set Σ consisting of the images of those points under H ⊛ contains no increasing subset with more than l points. We also define a function
The function Q ⊛ l (λ) corresponds to the natural Poisson model; Q ⊛ l (λ) is the probability that the largest increasing subset at time λ has size at most l, and 1 − Q ⊛ l (λ) is the distribution function of the time at which an increasing subset of size l + 1 first appears. In the sequel, however, it will turn out to be convenient to use a different time scale; we thus define
where a = a = 1, a = a = 2, and a · = 4. (Here a ⊛ is the number of Young tableaux associated to an element of S ⊛ n (q.v.)) If we map the set of points to a permutation, we obtain a permutation uniformly distributed from an appropriate ensemble. To be precise, define the involution ι ∈ S n by x → n + 1 − x. Then define an ensemble S ⊛ n for each symmetry type as follows:
S n = {π ∈ S 2n : π = π −1 , π(x) = x} (1.4)
S n = {π ∈ S 2n : π = ιπ −1 ι, π(x) = ι(x)} (1.5)
S · n = {π ∈ S 2n : π = ιπι} (1.6) This motivates the further definition
That is, f ⊛ nl is the number of elements of S ⊛ n with no increasing subsequence of length greater than l. It is straightforward to compute |S ⊛ n | for each case:
n!n! (1.13)
for and · , and
(2n)! (1.14)
for , and .
A major reason for considering the above problems is the following: 15) where
Before giving the proof, it will be helpful to list the groups U ⊛ (2l):
The last instance is the image of the fundamental representation of U (l) as a 2l × 2l real matrix, and thus corresponds to the direct sum of the fundamental representation and its conjugate.
Proof. The cases , , and are given in [27] ; more precisely, is given there as Theorem 1.1, while and are given in Theorem 3.4. (Note that if π ∈ S n , then πι is a fixed-point-free involution with decreasing subsequences corresponding to the increasing subsequence of π.) We also give new, elementary, proofs below (Theorems 8.2, 8.5, and 8.7).
It remains to consider · and . Via the Robinson-Schensted correspondence (see [23] , section 5.1.4, for an excellent introduction), we can associate a pair (P, Q) of Young tableaux of the same shape to π ∈ S · n , satisfying the relations P S = P , Q S = Q, where S is the duality operation ("evacuation") of Schützenberger (ibid.). But there is a bijective correspondence between self-dual tableaux and domino tableaux (see, e.g., [35] ), and further from domino tableaux to pairs of ordinary tableaux with disjoint content, and with shape determined only by the shape of the domino tableau ( [30] ). Thus we have associated four Young tableaux (P 1 , P 2 , Q 1 , Q 2 ), where P 1 and Q 1 have the same shape, P 2 , Q 2 have the same shape, P 1 and P 2 have disjoint content, and Q 1 and Q 2 have disjoint content. This corresponds to a choice of 0 ≤ m ≤ n, independent choices of two subsets of size m of [1, 2, . . . n], and independent choices of π 1 and π 2 of length m and n − m. Furthermore, the longest increasing subsequence of π has length at most 2l precisely when the longest increasing subsequences of π 1 and π 2 are of length at most l. Putting this together, we find
On the other hand, the integral formula simplifies as follows:
Similarly, an element π ∈ S n corresponds to a pair of Young tableaux of the same shape with disjoint content, and thus
On the other hand,
It ought to be possible to give a more uniform proof of this result; the results of Section 8 (q.v.) may be relevant to this goal.
There is an analogue of Theorem 1.2 in which 2l is replaced by 2l + 1:
Also, we have the following corollary for · and :
And for , , and , we have Corollary 1.5. For any n, l ≥ 0,
Proof. For , we have
as required. The calculations for and are analogous.
Remark. In particular, we see that the formula (1.42) which was derived in [26] as an expression for is really most naturally interpreted in terms.
As an aside, we observe that if we remove the condition that the symmetries under consideration preserve increasing sets, but insist that the corresponding sets should still give permutations, there is one further type of symmetry allowed, namely rotation by 90 degrees. In terms of permutations, this is the set
Such permutations correspond to pairs of tableaux (P, Q t ) with n elements such that P and Q have the same shape and disjoint content. It follows that the length l of the longest increasing subsequence from this set has the same distribution as max(2l
, where π is randomly chosen from S n , l + (π) is the increasing subsequence length of π, and l − (π) is the decreasing subsequence length of π. In particular, the bound of Erdos and Szekeres implies that f
• nl = 0 for n > l 2 , and thus no integral formulaà la Theorem 1.2 can exist for this case. There is a determinant formula, however, which can be obtained from the following symmetric function identity:
One can either derive this via the approach in [13] , or simply use the Jacobi-Trudi identity together with matrix manipulation as in [10] . This then gives the following formulae:
.
(1.48)
It is not clear how to obtain asymptotic information from the formulae, however, so we will not discuss this case further. (The techniques of [4] may be applicable, however.)
Determinantal formulae
It turns out that each of the formulae of Corollary 1.5 can be expressed in terms of a Toeplitz or Hankel determinant, related to orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle. Indeed, this correspondence is more general.
For the unitary group:
be any functions on the unit circle. Then
Proof. Using the Weyl integration formula for the unitary group, we have
The result follows from the standard theory of Toeplitz determinants, or by the classic formula for the integral of a product of two (generalized) Vandermonde determinants (see, for instance, [7] ):
for any measure µ on any set S.
Similarly, for the orthogonal and symplectic groups, we have:
be any function on the unit circle such that the integrals
are well-defined. Then 9) except that E U∈O + (0) det(g(U )) = 1.
Proof. As observed in Proposition 3.1 of [21] , integrals over the orthogonal and symplectic groups can be expressed as Hankel determinants; thus, for instance,
for any polynomials p j with deg(p j ) = j. In particular, this must be true when p j (cos(θ)) = cos(jθ) (Chebyshev polynomials). In that case, noting that ι k = ι −k , the jk coefficient of the determinant is
The constant of proportionality can be determined by comparing the two sides when g = 1, and thus ι j = δ j0 .
For the other cases, we take p j (cos(θ)) to be 12) as appropriate.
For our purposes, we will need the following related result:
Theorem 2.3. Let g(z) be as above, and consider the (symmetric) inner product on polynomials
Let π j (z) be the monic orthogonal polynomials on the unit circle relative to that inner product, and define
The proof will be given in Section 3 below. By combining these formulae, we obtain:
Corollary 2.4. Let g(z) be as above. Then for any l > 0,
2 )N l−1 which follows from (3.11) below.
In our case, the function g(z) = e tz , and thus everything is related to the orthogonal polynomials on the circle for the weight function exp(t(z + 1/z)) = exp(2t cos θ). Let these polynomials be π l (z; t) with norms N l (t), and define five functions
where
is a modified Bessel function of the first kind.
In summary:
Theorem 2.5. For l ≥ 0, we have the following formulae:
In [1] , we will also need the following limits, which follow immediately from Szegö's limit theorem and the analogue [21] for orthogonal polynomials on a finite interval:
Remark. These limits are also valid as limits of formal power series in t; see [8] and Theorem 8.10 below.
Corollary 2.7. For any real t ≥ 0, Associated to f are five sets of monic orthogonal polynomials: π l (z) with respect to the (symmetric) inner
on the unit circle, and the four sets p ±± l (z), with respect to the inner products
3)
The notation p, q will refer to the inner product with respect to f (z) or w(x)(1 − x 2 ) −1/2 , whichever is appropriate. Thus the defining identities for these polynomials are:
We also use the notation
Then the following identities hold (see for example Theorem 11.5 of [32] ): For π:
And finally, for p ++ :
All of the proofs are straightforward.
We can now prove Theorem 2.3. Recall that we have chosen f to be of the form f (z) = g(z)g(1/z) such that the above inner product is well-defined and nondegenerate. Now consider the integral for O + (2l). By the proof of Theorem 2.2 and the theory of Hankel determinants, we have
but then this is in turn proportional to
The constant can be determined by taking g = 1. The other cases are analogous.
Theorem 3.1. Let f and g be as above. Then for any α,
As a special case,
Proof. Follows by standard results about the behavior of orthogonal polynomials when the weight function is multiplied by a polynomial.
Similarly, Theorem 3.2. With notation as above, and for αβ = 1,
In particular,
For our purposes, the following form is preferable:
Corollary 3.3. With notation as above, and for αβ = 1, |β| < 1,
Remark. This, together with the following theorem, enables us to compute the limits α → ±1 or β → ±1.
Theorem 3.4. With notation as above, and for |β| < 1,
In the limits as β → ±1,
For the symplectic group,
Proof. The first group of statements are straightforward via appropriate row and column operations on the Hankel matrix.
For the limits, consider
Here we need to compute the limit of
so for any polynomial q(z),
Plugging in and simplifying gives the desired result. The other cases are either analogous or follow from Theorem 3.1 above.
Diagonal points
Recall that in defining the ensembles S ⊛ above, we insisted for and that π have no fixed points, and for and that πι have no fixed points. While these conditions are very natural from the standpoint of points in the square, they seem somewhat artificial in the permutation setting. This suggests consideration of the following extended ensembles:S
We immediately encounter a difficulty, however, with the Poisson generating function, since the probabilities involve division by the complicated sum
for and , and a similar sum for . However, there is a generalized Poisson model for which the generating function is again tractable. For , the model is as follows: In a given infinitesimal time interval [t, t + dt], we add two points (the images of a uniform random point) with probability (1/2)tdt and add one point (a point uniformly chosen on the diagonal) with probability αdt. Then the probability that we have n points at time
Thus if we define P l (t; α) to be the probability that the increasing subsequence length at time t is at most l,
wheref nml is the number of involutions on n elements with m fixed points and no increasing subsequence of length greater than l. This is, of course, compatible with our previous notation, with P l (t; 0) = P l (t).
Similarly, for , if we add negated points with probability βdt, we obtain the Poisson generating function
Finally, for , we have two parameters in the model; we add fixed points with probability αdt, negated points with probability βdt, and generic points with probability 2tdt, obtaining
The β parameter is largely irrelevant, since:
Proof. The key observation is that if an increasing subsequence contains a given point off the diagonal, it can always be extended to contain the reflection of that point through that diagonal; moreover, no increasing subsequence can contain more than one point on that diagonal. Thus the point collection at time t has increasing subset size at most 2l + 1 if and only if the off-diagonal subset has increasing subset size at most 2l. Since the points were added via a generalized Poisson process, the off-diagonal subset itself corresponds to a generalized Poisson process; the lemma is then immediate.
We can again express these generating functions as integrals: Corollary 4.3. For α, β ≥ 0,
20)
Schur function identities
In order to derive the above generating functions for P (t; α), P (t; β) and P (t; α, β), we will first need a stronger version of Theorem 1.2.
Remark. In the sequel, we will see a number of expressions of the form
where g takes values in a ring of formal power series (e.g., the ring of symmetric functions) with coefficients in
This formal integral is defined by expanding det(g(U )) and integrating term by term. We can recover analytical results by specializing down to a small number of variables in such a way that the resulting series converge.
We refer the reader to [25] for an introduction to symmetric functions. Recall the following symmetric function identities:
Lemma 5.1. The following identities hold in the algebra of symmetric functions on two sets of variables:
And for any symmetric function f ,
It will be convenient to write
is the generating function for the complete symmetric functions h j ; by convention, h j = 0 when j < 0. In the sequel, we will also need the generating function
for the elementary symmetric functions.
Proof. Consider the first identity. We have
But the integral on the right is 1 when λ = µ and ℓ(λ), λ(µ) ≤ l, and is 0 otherwise. The result follows immediately.
Similarly, the identity for O(l) follows from the fact that
is 1 when λ is even and ℓ(λ) ≤ l, and is 0 otherwise; and the identity for Sp(2l) follows from the fact that
is 1 when λ ′ is even and ℓ(λ) ≤ l and is 0 otherwise. Remark 1. This is a direct generalization of the argument in [27] .
Remark 2. The expression det(H(U ; x)) can also be written as
For the hyperoctahedral cases · and , we will need the notatioñ
whenever λ is a partition with trivial 2-core and 2-quotient (λ (0) , λ (1) ), ands λ (x) = 0 otherwise. From Ex.
1.5.24 of [25] , this can also be written ass
where f (λ) is the number of odd parts of λ (note that this is even when λ has trivial 2-core), and φ 2 is the homomorphism such that 18) or equivalently,
Proof. This follows from the computations
and ℓ(λ)≤ls
The point of writing the integrands in the form det(H(U ; x)) is that we know how to convert such integrals into determinants:
where we define 
The following is then immediate:
The expressions for ℓ(λ)≤l s λ (x)s λ (y) and ℓ(λ)≤2l s λ 2 (x) are already known ( [10] and [13] , respectively), although it is worth noting that the proof of the latter formula given here, in contrast to the proofs in the literature, does not involve pfaffians. The formulae for ℓ(λ)≤l s 2λ (x) seem to be new.
Remark 2. We recover our earlier identities by noting that when |λ| = n, p 1 n , s λ (x) is equal to the number of tableaux of shape λ. So the generating functions for f ⊛ are obtained by taking inner products of the above formulae with exp(tp 1 (x)). But in general taking an inner product with the function
gives a homomorphism from the algebra of symmetric functions to Q[f 1 , f 2 , . . . ], given by the substitutions
In our case, we have:
so, for instance, we obtain
as before.
Remark 3. In [31] , it is observed that the determinant
is related by duality to a certain irreducible character of the symplectic group, and similarly the determinants of Corollary 5.7 below are related to irreducible characters of the (odd-dimensional) special orthogonal group.
It is not clear how this relates to our integrals, since the integrals are over groups of fixed dimension, while the characters are associated to groups of arbitrarily high dimension. In any event, this raises the question of whether similar connections exist for the other formulae given here.
Remark 4. The approach in [13] for deriving such formulae is based on the operator
where φ is the linear operator on Laurent series taking 1≤j≤l z bj j to 1≤j≤l h bj (x). Now, this operator can be expressed as an integral:
H(e −iθj ; x)
which after symmetrizing the integrand becomes simply
In [13] , formulae are given for a generalization of ℓ(λ)≤l s λ 2 (x), in which the sum is over all λ with a given number of odd parts in the dual. This is derived using the homomorphism H ⊥ (β; x) ( [25] ) which takes f (x) to f (β, x) for any symmetric function f . The relevant property of H ⊥ (β; x) is that
where µ λ indicates that λ − µ is a "horizontal strip"; that is,
for all i, or equivalently
We will also need the dual operator E ⊥ (α; x), which satisfies
We have the identities
Theorem 5.6. For all l > 0, we have the integral identities
Proof. The point is that given any partition λ, there is a unique partition µ such that λ ′ 2µ; simply add one to each odd part of λ, then divide by 2. In particular, then, f (λ) = |2µ| − |λ|, and thus
Similarly,
By the argument in [13] , the expression for Remark. It is worth stressing here that the integral
is a formal integral, in which the expression (1 − βz) −1 stands for the formal power series 0≤m z m β m . We must therefore take special care when specializing to an analytical integral with |β| ≥ 1.
Proof. We have
But then we can apply Theorem 3.1 to obtain
as desired (recall H(−t; x)E(t; x) = 1). The remaining formulas are immediate.
Remark 1. Again, the determinantal forms are known [11] (based on an earlier pfaffian form [12] ).
Remark 2.
We could also have derived the formulae by the (formal) substitution β = 1 in the above symplectic formulae, or by taking the limit β → 1 − .
We also have the following formulae:
Proof. We recall
that is, we sum over all partitions λ obtained from µ by adjoining a vertical strip. On the other hand,
In each case, there is at most one way to remove a vertical strip from a generic partition to obtain one with the desired special form. Thus it remains only to determine which partitions occur. In either case, we note that µ l+1 = 0 so λ l+1 ≤ 1; it follows that λ ′ 2 ≤ l. In the second case, µ l ≥ 1, and thus λ ′ 1 ≥ l. As these conditions are readily seen to be sufficient, the result follows. 
But then
Proof. It follows from the lemma that for any λ with trivial 2-core, there exist unique partitions µ and ν such
and which satisfy
It thus suffices to show that for any partition µ,
since then we may set y = x in
By the Jacobi-Trudi identity, s 2µ 2 (x) is the determinant of the block matrix
Equivalently, via row and column operations, we could take
Upon applying E ⊥ (a; x)H ⊥ (b; x) then φ 2 , we obtain
as required.
Corollary 5.11.
Proof. Here we use the following analogue of Pieri's formula:
Analogously, Corollary 5.12. For all l > 0,
Proof. Dualizing the proof of Corollary 5.11, we find 
Pfaffian identities
As we remarked earlier, the earlier proofs of the known identities from Section 5 proceeded via an intermediate pfaffian form. We sketch analogous proofs of the remaining identities of that section.
We recall the definition of the pfaffian. If A is a 2n × 2n antisymmetric matrix, the pfaffian pf(A) is defined by:
In the odd-dimensional case, it will be convenient to use the notation pf(v; A) (6.2) to denote the pfaffian of A bordered by v.
The fundamental identity we use is the following: [7] ) Let X be a measure space, let ρ(x, y) be an antisymmetric function on X × X, and let φ j (x) be a sequence of functions on X, such that for all j and k, the function φ j (x)ρ(x, y)φ k (y) is absolutely integrable. Then for n even,
For n odd,
where the integrals are all over X.
Proof. For n even, we have:
For n odd, we simply adjoin an extra element ∞ to X and add a new function φ 0 which is 0 away from ∞, then apply the identity for n even.
Remark. As noted in [7] , since the proof holds for arbitrary measure spaces, this includes the case of a sum, thus obtaining a pfaffian analogue of the Cauchy-Binet formula (which is also readily obtained as a special case). As such, this was independently rediscovered in [18] , as well as some extensions (e.g., to a q-analogue) which we will not need. It is also worth noting that de Bruijn's formula has applications to random matrices ( [34] ).
Associated to any partition λ of length ≤ l, we associate a l-tuple µ l (λ) of distinct integers, defined by
with 0 ≤ j < l. In terms of this, the Jacob-Trudi identity becomes
We observe that this has the appropriate form for the application of Theorem 6.1, where we take
Thus, for instance, we have
This is, of course, precisely Gessel's original proof ( [10] ), slightly restated. Similarly, the identity for · follows analogously.
To handle the involution cases, we note the following: Define a function F (µ) on l-tuples of nonnegative integers as follows: if µ is increasing (and thus µ = µ l (λ) for some λ), then
Otherwise, F (µ) is alternating under permutations of µ.
Lemma 6.2. [17] If l is even, then
F (µ) = pf(F (µ i µ k )) 0≤i,k<l ,(6.
15)
while if l is odd, then
At this point, we can write
For l even, this becomes:
For l odd, we must border the pfaffian with
In three cases (corresponding to , , ), this pfaffian simplifies. We consider only in detail (in particular since the resulting pfaffians for the other cases are more complicated).
For l even, after simplifying, we find
while M 1 (j, k) = 0 unless k − j is odd, when
Now, M 1 has rank 2, so pf(M ) can be simplified via appropriate row and columns. To be precise, if we subtract row/column i from row/column i + 2 in decreasing order, M 1 is now 0 except when (j, k) = (0, 1) or (1, 0). Thus
Our earlier formula follows from the following identity due to Gordon [11] :
Remark. In addition to the proof in [11] , one can also prove this by showing that the second pfaffian gives an appropriate orthogonal polynomial, or by applying a special case of de Bruijn's formula (with X the unit circle).
The computation for l odd is analogous.
More increasing subsequence problems
It turns out that the Schur function sums considered above can in many cases be given direct interpretations in terms of suitably defined increasing subsequences of random multisets. Let Ω 1 and Ω 2 be totally ordered sets, and let W 1 ⊂ Ω 1 and W 2 ⊂ Ω 2 be arbitrarily chosen subsets, with complements W 1 and W 2 . It will also be convenient to use the corresponding indicator functions χ 1 and χ 2 .
, and y i ≤ y i+1 ,
for all i, and such that
2)
Thus W i specifies where the ith coordinate is allowed to weakly increase. In particular, a (Ω 1 , Ω 2 )-increasing sequence is weakly increasing, while a (∅, ∅)-increasing sequence is strictly increasing. We also have a notion of a (W 1 , W 2 )-decreasing sequence, in which the inequality for y is reversed.
If M is a (W 1 , W 2 )-compatible multiset from Ω 1 × Ω 2 , define l W1W2 (M ) to be the length of the longest (W 1 , W 2 )-increasing subsequence of M (with, of course, the condition that an element may appear in the sequence at most as many times as it appears in M ). We will also require the notation l − W1W2 (M ) for the length of the longest (W 1 , W 2 )-decreasing subsequence of M .
We now define, for each symmetry type, and for certain choices of (W 1 , W 2 ) for each symmetry type, a random (W 1 , W 2 )-compatible multiset, and thus a random longest increasing subsequence length. We define the multiset by specifying for each (x, y) the distribution of the multiplicity w(x, y) of (x, y) in M ; the multiplicities are independent unless otherwise specified. Each multiset distribution will also depend on certain parameters.
For convenience, we use the following notations for the distributions which appear: g(q) for the geometric distribution with parameter q < 1, b(q) for a variable which is 0 with probability 1/(1+q) and 1 with probability q/(1 + q), and g ′ (α, q) for a variable with
We denote the set of multisets from a set S by M(S).
: The parameters are subsets W, W ′ ⊂ Z + and nonnegative sequences q i and q ′ i such that: q i q ′ j < 1 whenever χ 1 (i) = χ 2 (j) and such that
is chosen as follows:
· : The parameters are subsets W, W ′ ⊂ Z symmetric under negation and nonnegative sequences q i and q
is chosen as follows: w(i, j) = 0 if i = 0 or j = 0. Otherwise:
: The parameters are a subset W ⊂ Z + , a real number α ≥ 0 and a nonnegative sequence q i such that q i < 1 for all i, αq i < 1 when χ(i) = 1, and
is chosen as follows: For i = j,
Denote the variable l W W (M ) by l W (q; α).
: The parameters are a subset W ⊂ Z + , a real number β ≥ 0 and a nonnegative sequence q i such that q i < 1 for all i, βq i < 1 when χ(i) = 0, and
is chosen as follows: For i = −j,
Denote the variable l W,−W (M ) by l W (q; β).
: The parameters are a subset W ∈ Z symmetric under negation, real numbers α ≥ 0 and β ≥ 0, and a nonnegative sequence q i such that q i , αq i < 1 when χ(i) = 1, q i , βq i < 1 when χ(i) = 0, and
is chosen as follows: w(i, j) = 0 if i = 0 or j = 0. Otherwise, for |i| = |j|,
χ(i) = 1 : w(i, i) = w(−i, −i) ∼ g(αq |i| ); (7.25) and for i = −j,
Denote the variable l W W (M ) by l W (q; α, β).
Remark. The conditions on the parameters are simply (1) that the various probability distributions are defined, and (2) that M be finite with probability 1. In each case the quantity Z ⊛ gives the probability that the multiset is empty.
To relate these variables to our Schur function sums, we will need the notion of a "super-Schur" (also known as "hook Schur") function. If x i and y i are countable sets of variables, we define s λ (x/y) to be the image of s λ under the homomorphism H(t; z) → H(t; x/y) := H(t; x)E(t; y).
( 7.28) (See Example 3.21 of [25] , but note that we have used a slightly different sign convention). In particular, since this is defined via a homomorphism, all of our identities are valid for such functions; e.g.,
Then the relation to our symmetric function identities is as follows:
. For any valid choices of parameters,
Remark. These processes are generalizations of processes studied by Johansson in [20] . In particular, he studies the process l Z + Z + in the special case 35) as well as the process l Z + in the special case
In both cases, he also studies an appropriate limit as q → 1.
To prove this theorem, we will need a generalization of the Knuth correspondences [22] . Let Ω be a totally ordered set, let W be a chosen subset, and let λ be a partition. Remark. This is essentialy the same as the notion of bitableau given in Example 5.23 of [25] ; see also [2] .
We denote the set of such bitableau as B λ (Ω, W ), and observe (ibid.) that if x i is a sequence of indeterminates, then for any subset W ∈ Z + ,
where for a bitableau T , x T is the product of x mi i , where i appears in T m i times. Proof. This is essentially shown in [3] ; see also [28] . While the references only deal with the case in which every element of W is greater than every element of W , the proofs carry over directly.
Remark 1.
We have switched the order of the tableaux usually used in the Robinson-Schensted correspondence.
Remark 2. The special cases K Ω1Ω2 and K Ω1∅ are known as the Knuth correspondence and the dual Knuth correspondence [22] respectively, while the special case K ∅∅ is known as the Burge correspondence [6, 9] .
Since the above correspondence can be reduced to the Robinson-Schensted correspondence ( [3] ), all of the usual properties carry over. We observe that the operations of inflation and deflation carry over to bitableaux, and thus one can define the dual P * of a bitableau. That P * is indeed a bitableau follows from the following: 
Remark. For the cases K Ω1Ω2 and K ∅∅ , this theorem appears in [9] and [36] .
When W 1 = W 2 = W and M = M t , the two bitableau are the same; as in the Robinson-Schensted correspondence, we can describe the number of odd-length columns:
is equal to the sum of (1) the number of elements of M of the form (x, x) with x ∈ W and (2) the number of x ∈ W that appear an odd number of times in M .
Proof. This was known for K Ω1Ω2 ( [22] ) and for K ∅∅ ( [6] ); it thus follows in general. (M ).
If λ is the common shape of
Remark. For the Robinson-Schensted correspondence, this was proved in [15] ; the extension to the general case is in [3] .
In particular, λ 1 gives the length of the longest (W 1 , W 2 )-increasing sequence.
Proof of Theorem 7.1. We generalize the argument of [20] . Consider, for instance, the case . In this case, the probability that our random multiset M (q; α) is equal to a given fixed multiset M is
where K W W (M ) = (P, P ) with P of shape λ. Thus
Similar arguments hold for types and . For · and , we also need the fact thats λ (x/y) can be defined in terms of a sum over self-dual bitableaux. Clearly, it suffices to show that the usual correspondence between self-dual tableaux and pairs of tableaux extends to bitableaux.
Define a domino (Ω, W )-bitableau of shape λ to be a tiling of the diagram of λ with labelled dominos such that the labels increase weakly in each row and column, and such that (1) for x ∈ W , no column hits more than one domino labelled x, and (2) for x / ∈ W , no row hits more than one domino labelled x. We readily verify (using the fact that deflation preserves the bitableau property) that we have a bijection between self-dual bitableaux and domino bitableaux.
To proceed from domino bitableaux to pairs of ordinary bitableaux, it suffices to show that the usual correspondence preserves the bitableau property. But this follows from the fact that the correspondence is valid for column-strict tableaux (and thus for row-strict tableaux by symmetry), as remarked in [30] .
Combining these bijections, we obtain the desired correspondence, and thus the theorem for · and .
Theorem 7.1 motivates the following change of notation:
It is somewhat startling that, even though the new notation in principle discards information, the resulting distributions are in fact exactly the same. For the involution cases, the integral formulae of Section 5 imply further that: l (q/r; α) ∼ l (q/α, r; 0), (7.56)
where, for instance l (α, q/r; 0) corresponds to a process in which α has been inserted into the sequence q.
Proof. We have:
Pr(l (q/r; α) ≤ l) = Z (q/r; α) E U∈O(l) det((1 + αU )H(U ; q/r)) (7.61) = Z (q/α, r; 0) E U∈O(l) det(H(U ; q/α, r)) (7.62) (7.63) and similarly for the other cases.
By the arguments of Theorem 5.6, one can prove something stronger. Namely, the joint distribution of the lengths of the odd-numbered rows is the same for (q/r; α) and for (q/α, r; 0), and similarly for the other cases. For the even-numbered rows, the argument of Theorem 5.8 shows that the joint distribution is independent of α. In the Laguerre limit ( [20] ), we obtain the following fact. Consider the "matrix ensemble"
with joint eigenvalue density (on [0, ∞)) proportional to
1≤j,k≤2n
where A and C are parameters with C > max(A, 0); note that if
Then the joint distribution of the second, fourth, sixth, etc. largest eigenvalues is independent of A. Since for A = 0 this ensemble is the Laguerre orthogonal ensemble (LOE), while in the limit A → −∞, it becomes the Laguerre symplectic ensemble (LSE), we find in particular that the distribution of the second-largest eigenvalue of LOE is the same as the distribution of the largest eigenvalue of LSE (since every eigenvalue of LSE occurs twice).
Remark 2.
We can recover Theorems 1.2 and 4.2 from Theorem 7.1 by taking suitable limits. For instance, for , we take q i = q ′ i = t/N for 1 ≤ i ≤ N , and q i = q ′ i = 0 otherwise. As N → ∞, the resulting point process converges to the usual Poisson process. In Corollary 7.6, if we take the corresponding limit for the right-hand-sides, we obtain Poisson processes in which, instead of adding extra diagonal points, we add extra side points. Thus we obtain the fact that these two Poisson processes have exactly the same distribution. For instance, if n and m are nonnegative integers, the distribution of the longest weakly increasing subsequence is the same if we choose either: Pick n points at random in the triangle 0 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ 1, and m points at random with 0 ≤ x = y ≤ 1; or: Pick n points at random in the triangle 0 ≤ y ≤ x ≤ 1, and m points at random with y = 0 and 0 ≤ x ≤ 1. It is not at all clear why these distributions should be the same.
Remark 3. By taking a Poisson limit for only some of the variables, we obtain increasing subsequence interpretations for the image of the Schur function sums under homomorphisms of the form H(t; z) → e at H(t; x)E(t; y) (7.66) with a, x i and y i nonnegative (and satisfying the appropriate additional conditions). As this is the most general case in which the images of s λ are all nonnegative ( [33] ), this is presumably the most general case for which such an interpretation can be given.
Invariants and increasing subsequences
Consider the integral
The function | Tr(U )| 2n is the character of a representation of U (l), since
where we write A ⊗n for the tensor product of A with itself n times. It follows that (8.1) (and thus f nl ) gives the dimension of the fixed subspace of that representation. Equivalently, this is the dimension of the space C n (U (l)) of operators on (C l ) ⊗n that commute with U ⊗n for all U ∈ U (l).
Given a permutation π ∈ S n , we can associate an operator T l (π) on (C l ) ⊗n as follows:
This operator clearly commutes with U ⊗n for U ∈ U (l), and thus T l extends to a map from C[S n ] to C n (U (l)).
Indeed, this map is known to be surjective (see, e.g., [5] ); i.e., the operators T l (π) span C n (U (l)). In general, however, it is not injective. For any subset S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . n}, define two elements of C[S n ]:
, while for l < n, the kernel of T l contains all elements of the form πE S with |S| > l.
Proof. That T l is injective for l ≥ n is straightforward; we simply observe that if v 1 , v 2 , . . . v n are linearly independent vectors, then the vectors
are linearly independent, as π ranges over S n .
Thus, suppose l < n. That πE S ∈ ker T l follows from the fact that any tensor product of |S| > l basis vectors must contain at least one basis vector more than once, so will be taken to 0 by E S .
Remark. It follows from the proof of Theorem 8.2 below that these elements also span the kernel.
Using this fact, we obtain:
For any nonnegative integers l and n, the set
is a basis of C n (U (l)).
Proof. We first need to show that, given any permutation π with a long decreasing subsequence, we can express T l (π) as a linear combination of T l (π ′ ) with π ′ ranging over permutations without long decreasing subsequences.
Let π be such a permutation, and let S be a subset of size l + 1 on which π is decreasing. By the lemma, it follows that
Now each permutation π ′ on the right hand side agrees with π outside S, but is no longer decreasing on S.
It follows that each π ′ has strictly fewer inversions than π (reduce to the case in which π ′ differs from π by a 2-cycle).
It follows that if we iterate this reduction, we will eventually obtain a linear combination of permutations that cannot be reduced. But this is precisely the desired result.
It remains only to show that the elements T l (π) are linearly independent, which we will do via a triangularity argument. If we choose a basis of V , we can view T l as the restriction to {1, 2, . . . l} n of the corresponding action of S n on the set W n = N n . Now, to a given permutation π, we associate two words w 1 (π) and w 2 (π)
as follows: w 1 (π) j is equal to the length of the longest decreasing subsequence of π starting with j; similarly w 2 (π) j is equal to the length of the longest decreasing subsequence of π starting in position j. We easily see that w 2 (π) = π(w 1 (π)), and thus that π has coefficient 1 on the pair (w 1 (π), w 2 (π)). The claim is than that any other permutation taking w 1 (π) to w 2 (π) has strictly more inversions than π.
Define the number of inversions i(w) of a word w to be the number of coordinate positions i < j such that w j < w i . By standard arguments, we find that if π(v) = w, then i(w) ≤ i(v) + i(π); equality holds if for any pair i < j such that π i > π j , we have v i < v j and w i > w j . We immediately deduce that (a)
, then π ′ has not only the same number of inversions as π, but indeed the same set of inversions; it follows that π ′ = π.
Probably the most important consequence of theorem 8.2 is that it gives an elementary proof that Corollary 8.3. For any integers n and l,
Remark 1. A different basis for l = 2 (based on one of the many combinatorial interpretations of the Catalan numbers) was given in [14] .
Remark 2. We could, of course, just as easily have used the permutations without long increasing subsequences to form the basis. The current choice has the merit of giving a basis containing the identity and closed under taking inverses, as well as making the proof of linear independence somewhat cleaner.
Remark 3. While we defined everything over C, we observe that both the representation T l and the above reduction algorithm are actually defined over Z. More generally, Theorem 7.1 implies
Consider the coefficient of a monomial
in the right-hand-side. By the properties of H(t; x/y), this is Given a composition ν, we define a partition S(ν) of {1, 2, . . . |ν|} by
(8.14)
Associated to this partition is an operator
Then the representation of U (l) in question is simply the action by conjugation of U ⊗n on operators of the form
In particular, the invariant subspace is spanned by operators of the form T l (Π(ν ′ )πΠ(ν)) with π ∈ S n . We note that if two elements of S i with i ∈ W each map to elements of the same S 
Proof. Given a multiset M in Z + × Z + , we define an inversion of M to be a pair of elements (x, y) ∈ M , (z, w) ∈ M with x < z and y > w (i.e., a strictly decreasing subsequence of length 2). Now, suppose M ∈ M W W ′ (n; n ′ ) has a (W, W ′ )-decreasing subsequence of length l + 1. Choose a permutation π corresponding to M , and let S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . n} be the set of positions of π corresponding to the (W, W ′ )-decreasing subsequence. As before, we have
Now, we readily see that for any permutation that appears in the left-hand-side, the corresponding multiset has at most as many inversions as M . Indeed, the number of inversions is strictly smaller unless the corresponding multiset is equal to M . Thus it remains only to show that the terms corresponding to M do not cancel. The only way that the term
can correspond to M is if we can write 
and observe that any other multiset M ′ with a nonzero coefficient at (
Remark 1.
It is possible to renormalize the basic invariants T l (M ) in such a way that the reduction algorithm is integral. We need simply divide T l (M ) by
Remark 2. The space Π(ν ′ )C n (U (l))Π(ν) can be thought of as the space of simultaneous (multilinear) invariants of a collection of symmetric and antisymmetric tensors, some covariant and some contravariant. Of special interest is the case in which ν ′ is the composition l k , with 1, 2, . . . k ∈ W ′ . In this case, the space (E {1,2,...l} E {l+1,l+2,...2l} . . . )C n (U (l))Π(ν) (8.23) corresponds to relative invariants of a collection of symmetric and antisymmetric covariant tensors; i.e., transforming the tensors multiplies the invariant by a power of the determinant. There is a known algorithm (the straightening algorithm [29] ) for computing a basis of such invariants. In fact, we observe that the resulting basis is, up to constant factors, the same as our basis. Thus our algorithm can be viewed as a generalization of this algorithm (different from the generalization to the "fourfold" algebra of [16] ). Similarly, the algorithms below for the orthogonal and symplectic groups can be thought of as straightening algorithms for those groups.
Remark 3.
There is also a "quantum" analogue of this result. If one replaces the unitary group U (l) by the quantum enveloping algebra U q (gl l ), the role of the symmetric group is now played by the Hecke algebra [19] .
As long as S consists of consecutive elements, there is no difficulty in defining E S and H S (these are idempotents corresponding to 1-dimensional characters of parabolic subalgebras). We find that the kernel of the quantum T l is the ideal generated by E S with S = {k, k +2, . . . k +l}, 1 ≤ k ≤ n−l. Using the appropriate normalization, we obtain a reduction algorithm integral over Z [q] . (We also have linear independence whenever q is not a root of unity.) Of particular interest is the "crystal limit" q = 0. Under that specialization, the relations take the form T l (M ) = 0, with M ranging over multisets with long decreasing subsequences. This case surely merits further investigation, given the connection [24] between the crystal limit of the quantum straightening algorithm and the Robinson-Schensted-Knuth correspondence. It would also be interesting to understand the analogues for the quantum orthogonal and symplectic groups.
For the orthogonal group O(l), there is a "basic" invariant T l (τ ) associated to any fixed-point-free involution τ in S 2n such that the basic invariants span the invariant space of U ⊗2n (which we denote by F 2n (O(l)). These transform under T l (π) as:
We write π · τ for the corresponding action on the formal span of fixed-point-free involutions. For any composition ν and nonnegative integer a, we define
to be the set of symmetric (W, W )-compatible multisets with content composition ν and with a "fixed points"
(i.e., (i, i) ∈ M such that i ∈ W , together with (i, i) with i / ∈ W such that (i, i) has odd multiplicity.) Clearly, there is a correspondence (up to sign) between M W (n i ; 0) and elements of the form Π · τ .
Theorem 8.5. For any nonnegative integer l and any composition ν,
Proof. The argument is analogous. In eliminating a given increasing subsequence, we replace both it and its reflection through the diagonal by non-increasing subsequences, so the number of inversions increases.
The proof of linear independence is analogous to that of Theorem 8.4. We simply switch the reverse the inequalities on the second coordinates before applying the above arguments.
This corresponds to taking the coefficient of a monomial q ν in the identity
To handle the general case, we need to map an element of M W (ν; a) (corresponding to the monomial q ν α a ) to an element of
where we define
But this is simple: simply convert each fixed point (i, i) to a pair of elements (i, ∞) and (∞, i), and apply T l .
Theorem 8.6. For any nonnegative integers l and a and any composition ν,
is a basis of Π (ν; a)F 2n (O(l)).
Proof. The main difficulty here is that the naïve extension of the above algorithm is no longer guaranteed to terminate; for instance, corresponding to the increasing subsequence 13 of 132, we have the identity
Since 13 is an increasing subsequence of both sides, we could clearly loop indefinitely.
The solution is to require that the increasing subsequence consist entirely of points (x, y) with x ≤ y. Even with this restriction, the above proof does not entirely carry over; for instance, both 132 and 213 have the same number of inversions (i.e., 1).
For an involution τ , denote by S ≤ (τ ) the set of i with i ≤ τ (i). Given a multiset M , we then define M ≤ (M )
to be the multiset corresponding to S ≤ (τ ) where τ corresponds to M . Given two multisets M 1 and M 2 of the same size on the same totally ordered set, we write Linear independence follows as above.
For the symplectic group Sp(2l), the basic invariants again correspond to involutions, but now transform under T l (π) as: is a basis of Π(ν)F 2n (Sp(2l)).
Proof. Analogous. The only issue is that the long decreasing subsequence we eliminate must be symmetric about the diagonal (clearly always possible).
For linear independence, we choose a symplectic basis of V indexed v ±1 , v ±2 . We thus find that the nonzero coefficients of an involution τ correspond to words of length 2n on ±Z + such that τ (w) = −w. The word w(τ ) associated to an involution is now defined so that |τ j | is equal to half the length of the longest symmetric decreasing subsequence starting or ending with j; the sign is positive if the sequence ends with j, and negative otherwise. Other than this, the arguments are analogous.
This extends easily to the case when fixed points are allowed; in this case, we define It is not entirely clear how to proceed for either of · or . For · , or more generally U (p) × U (q), the centralizer algebra corresponds as expected to a certain representation T p,q of the hyperoctahedral group, in which permutations are mapped via T p+q , and sign changes correspond to an operator with eigenvalues 1 (p times) and −1 (q times). Given a set S ⊂ {1, 2, . . . n}, we can define two elements E ± S ∈ C[H n ]. Each is a sum over elements of H n that fix the complement of S; in E + , we multiply by the sign of the corresponding permutation, while in E − , we further multiply by the number of sign changes. Since the group U (p) × U (q) is a direct product, we obtain: Remark. The point is that πE + S can be used to reduce invariants of U (p), while πE − S can be used to reduce invariants of U (q). Since every invariant of U (p) × U (q) can be expressed in terms of the invariants of the respective factors, we are done.
Even in the cases of interest, however, (q = p or q = p + 1), it is not clear how to use these relations to eliminate hyperoctahedral permutations with long decreasing subsequences; in particular, the invariants do not and again coefficients with (weighted) degree ≤ 2l agree. This fact was proved via representation theory in [8] (note that the degree bounds given there are incorrect); the connection to Szegö's limit theorem was observed in [21] . The monotonicity result is new.
Remark 2.
There are, of course, also hyperoctahedral analogues, both of which simply reduce to the case.
We can also give a partial extension of the above results to the "super" analogues of the classical groups.
For the unitary supergroup U (l/k), the centralizer algebra C n (U (l/k)) is again spanned by permutations, under a particular representation T l/k of S n . It would be nice to make this statement precise. It is also interesting to speculate on the possibility of a "super"
analogue of orthogonal polynomials and Toeplitz determinants.
Similarly, for the orthosymplectic supergroup OSp(l/2k) (the full group, not just the component of the identity), the invariant space F n (OSp(l/2k)) is the image of fixed-point-free involutions under a map T l/2k for which T l/2k (π)T l/2k (τ ) = T l/2k (π −1 τ π). (8.48) This thus induces an action of S 2n on F 2n (O(l/2k)), for which: 
